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I. INTRODUCTION

- Organization and Objectives of the Meeting

1. The Regional Meeting on tiiatural Disaster Prevention and Preparedness in

Africa was held at Africa Hall,JAddis-Ababa from 24 to 25 February 1984. J&

;organized &ider ©SS- j#uit a&BgsiJces of the united Nations Economic Coranission

J (H3i)r the Qr^iizatimof African mity (OftU) and theOffice of the
Nations' I^sast^r ifellef Co^OEdinatJar (UNDKD) in cranpliaace with the

jEedOBBendaticris of theMeeting of- the°Unlted Nations System and the C&U
WBKetariats*. held at the headquarters of ECA during 21 to 25 April 1983. The

objective of the Meeting was to iggic^s the current situation as related to

nttjoral disasters and hazards in Africa and to consider measures that can be

fafci control, p£€*vent. and/or-J£fceparef/for natural hazards in Africa.

II ■ ATTENDANCE : .

2. The Meeting was attended by experts from the following state menbers of

the Economic Commission for Africa % Burundi, Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Djibouti,

Bgypfc, Ethiopia, Guinea, Ivory Coast,, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mozambiquep

Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda^ Sao Tome & Principe, Sierra Leone, Senegal, Sudan,

Tanzania, Togo, Uganda and Zaire. :

3= The following non-African countries were also represented by observers s

People's Republic of China and the United States of America.

4/ The following United Nations -organs, organizations and bodies were

represented at the Meetings tJNEP, ONHX), UNICEF, UNESCO, WD, FAO, "WHO, HO

and

5. The following inter-governmental and non-goverranental organizations wore

represented in an observer capacity? University College of Dublin, Ireland.

h, Cpening of the Meeting (Agenda item 1)

6.' The Meeting was formally opened on behalf;Of Professor Adebayo Adedeji,

Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic Coranission for Africa, by

Dr. Sadig' Rasheed, Director of the Social Development^ Environment and Human

Settlements Division; In his statement the Executive Secretary revealed that

than 36 African countries^ had been affected by natural calamities,

^'txapti&rcyi^^ eruptioiB? and that
as a result, a^|pificant toll of life and property have been lost every year.

He further stressed that, since no African country can be considered to be

entirely free fran the risk of the occurence of one type or another of natural

hazards, it is imperative that African countries should undertake sustained,

fflDWBsrdinated actions between themselves to prepare for and reduce the risk of

natural disasters. Such action would comprise itj^ntification and assessment

c£ the distribution and magnitude of hazards; disaster prevention through long-



taarm protective measures to reduce vulnerability and prepare to deal with

djfiaster situationsA should be, an integral part of planning. He expressed

the wish that on the basis of the actions proposed by the secretariat, national

experiences as well as the rich expertise of the participants, the meeting will

be able to map out and recormend an effective and realistic strategy for disaster

prevention and1 preparedness in Alfrica. Finally, he emphasized that the successful

implementation of such a strategy will depend on the ability of national govern

ments, the United Nation's system and the international community at large to

implement theproposed strategy in a dedicated, sustained and collaborative

iranner„.■■■■'

7. On behalf of the Organization of African Unity, Mr, Mohamed Lamine Allouane,

Assistant Secretary-General in charge of ESCAS Department, emphasized the
interest which the GAU attached to the Meeting. He retailed that the thc^s

of this Meeting was in line with a series of consultations at which African

States, together with international organizations, tried, in their efforts for

development, to identify those elemaits they can dominate and find ways and

means they can plan for other disasters which may occur in the future *

8. Mr. Allouane reviewed the painful situation created in many African

countries by drought and other natural disasters and the consequents those

calamities entailed. He mentioned that at the beginning of this year; 24

African countries totaling 150 million peoples, were faced with an explosive

situation and a famine more severe than that of 1973s Benin, Mauritania and

Zirrbabwe to msntion but a few suffered the irost in this situation in 1983-

9. The OAU representative recalled that because of these natural disasters,

rural populations are migrating frc&i the rural areas and refugees are increasing

the urban population where they live on very critical means, and'they beccae

compelled td change their habits, customs and lifestyles- Faced with "this 3;

situation, African governments and populations are constantly straggling against

these calamities, the international carcnunity is doing what it can to assist with

everybody calling for generous aid in favour of the affected African countries.

Unfortunately, as soon as we solveone problem, another one appears c •■'■• ^ <

10. According to statistics published by UNDRO, between 1970 and 1'C"\"., ! __.^.vJ.

calamities have killed more than one million people and caused material damages

estimated at more than 46 million dollars„ During the last 12 months,. 353,332

persons have been killed and distructions amounting to more than 12,600 million

dollars-is caused by the storms alone. On the other hand, severe floods have

killed 64,103 peoples and caused the distraction amounting to 9,2') roilliorr

dollars* "" In concluding, Mr. Allouane recalled the pertinent recommendations of

the Lagos Plan of Action and he invited the Meeting to bear these in mind while

searching for Treasures to prevent and prepare for natural disasters in Africa.
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11= In his statement, the representative of the Office of the United Nations

Disaster Relief Organization (UNDRO), Mr. Samoilenko, Senior OD-ordination

Officer, highlighted that, in economic loss and human suffering, drought is

undoubtedly the greatest natural hazard most African countries face. However,

a significant toll of life and property is taken each year by otter ■'natural
disasterso These include floods, earthquakes, tropical cyclones and volcanic

eruptions. These disasters are generally beyond human con^^I-but measures
can be taken to reduce vulnerability by the choice of site i£br the locaiton of

population aglaneration and economic activity. He further emphasized that

UNDRO attaches, great importance to this Meeting particularly as t£ere will be
suggestions as to strategies that can be taken to reduce or avert the high

loss of life;and property due to natural disasters.

B. Election of .officers (Agenda item 2)

12- The following officers were elected to the Bureaus

■ ■-' Chairman; " o =. ;..J =«e Mr. Berhanu Debele
Head of Department, Ministry of

Agriculture? Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia

. , First Vice-Chairman? . . • t«. • Mr. MusemaH^innana, .Alfred,

■ ■■ -..- ■-■■■; :.--..^-..: - .■ " I&anda . ■: ■. ■

Second1 Vice-chairman'• . o.. Mr. Smart E= Katwala, Mozambique

Rapporteur ... =, ... Mro Kaba Massa Mamady, Guineao

Co Adoption of the agenda (Item 3)

13 c The Regional Meeting on Natural Disaster Prevention and Preparedness

adopted. the following agenda:

1. Opening of the Meeting

2B Election of Officers

3.. ; Adoption of Agenda and Programme of Work . . .

4. Substantive Sessions

4.1 Assessment of the current situation as related to natural

disasters and hazards iri Africa

4.2 Review of country experiences.

4=3 Considerations of proposed measures to control, prevent

and/or prepare for natural hazards in Africa.

5- Consideration and adoption of report and closure of the Meeting.
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IIIi SUBSTANTIVE SESSIONS : . . ' ,\ .'■'■■

.'.'Substantive .sessions (Agenda item 4) -, . ,: ' ■

A. 4,1 Assessment' of the current situation asv related ,to natural

.""■ ..disasters and hazards in Africa .-- .- ■ ; . ■■ ~~~ .?..

14. Mr. SatiDilehko, tfSjpHD representative, while introducing the working paper

E/BC&/SDEHSD/NDPEA/Q4/wP^ir Natural Disaster Prevention and Preparedness M

Africa noted that it^i&s pr3paac6& by^ UNpBQ, ECA and QRO in collaboratirti

VMO, UNESCO, WHO, Habitat''and ENEF. The paper centered on four major r
H u l til

BJg, VMO, , , n pp

natural hazards, dfH&c. than drought and desertification, namely
i hk thi^g***^*., floods, vS$eanic eruption and earthquakes, as the problems related

to drought mitigation' in Africa were discussed in details at the Scientific

Round Table on Climatic Situation and Drought in Africa (ECA,. Addis Ababa,
20-24 February 1984), He outlined areas that are vulnerable to the above

four hazards within the African continent and exemplified its impact on social

and economic activities,, referring to a table "Data on human and economic

losses from natural disasters: in Africa", annexed to the paper,

15. The paper dealt with four of the main natural disasters that have been
common in Africa, namely/tropical cyclones, floods, earthquakes and volcanic
erruptions. It further discussed the issues of hazard assessment, preventive
measures, disaster preparedness the role of the United Nations and its

Specialized agencies and finally strategies and recommendations to contain

the impacts of these hazards.",

16. As concerns topical cyclones, they were define^ as f£$^£@ stoians that

a^plop over oceans with winds of up to 200 kilcnetaiES perfibur^ They
usually cause devastating damage along its path. _ '3h£he. sc^Sfrn IrK^ian
Oflwate an average of eight o£ these cyclones occur ^eaefe yisatf, fygepixig acraq&
tfi#»eoastal areas of eastern Africa. When they move inland with increase

«&nd fence and intense raik Htfe&e fU$adte also result to add t^il%gifeverity
of the effects. Countries usually touched include l%jjrftHiTh, VjPd£P&*>
^dagascar, iE$aroros, MSzambiquev Tanzania and even Malawi.

17 „ Oi the subject of floda^ two types were identified namely, gggat river
Iji^fjl ffi^ffifc1 and local €Iash-£lGGetei resulting from unusually heavy local
rainfall. River basin floods have been common along the valley of the rivers
C&KPr.'Nigerr ^ilg-jand Zarfaepti.^ Although in recent years large dams have
regulated flowon"tie Nile, the Niger, the Zambezi and the Volta, the
ecological effects have not yet been fully studied, As for |||»di-flQods
they are rc^eonncn and wijaesprea&fthan great river basin floods,
consequently np African country can be considered to be free from them.

18. Apart from a few scattered areas in Ghana (1939), Libya (1963) and
Guinea (1983) jjtfijte-<apt4yi'fefc--in -Africa appears to be restricted^ to well-defined
zones in i^ptiwest Africa, the Maghreb and the Bast fifricanrRHfc^ Valley sysfceaa.
The northwest African zone is more active than the Rift Valley aneo Some other
restricted earthquakes seem to have been triggered by large water reservoirs
like the Kariba Dam and the Aswan High Dairu
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19 c It is estimated that |grty-four active or dormant volcanoes which are

liable to future eruptions exists in Africa. *fc>st of, them are located in the

Sftfit African Rift %dley system. Ihose that: have recently been active include

Haunt Caiteraork, two in the Tibestimountains, JSarthala on Grande Canoro and

La Fournaise on Reunion,

(i) Hazard assessment

20 . Hazard assessment is the ijpfcennittation of the probability of occurrence of

japfeentially destructive pftendnena- Within this context it might be possible

to predict individual events and vrarhings issued for precaution to be taken.

Several methods can be used to assess the probability of a hazard. In areas of

eastern Africa and the Indian Ocean Islands, a tropical cyclone committees have

been set up to detect, forecast ..and issue varnings on tropical cyclones „

River Basin commissions have been created to co-ordinate activities in inter

national river-basin development including flood forecasting-

(ii) Preventive itieasures

21. Since most of the damage during hazards is to life and property, two ways

nay be used to reduce the risk of natural disasters, ^j|£Stly, to locate new

settlement and development projects far from hazard vulnerable zcnes and
secondly to ensure reconstruction are designed and built to resist the shocks
tfeatt' can" be produced;

(iii) Disaster preparedness

22 o Disaster preparedness refers to a^Sfe measures that are taken to facilitate

the timely and effective rescue, belief and rehabilitation in case of
disaster- -- '

(iv) Bole of the United nations and its specialized agencies

23- The United Nations and its specialized agencies are actively involved in

activities to mitigate the impact of disasters In'Africa. Ohey include the

United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (HABITAT) f the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAD) ~ United Nations Development Prograirne
(UNDP), United Nations Environnient Programme (UNEF), Vtarld Health Organization
(vao) F Vtorld Meteorological Organizaticn (VM)), and the Storld Food Programme
{WV).

(v) Strategies and recomnendations

24. Finally, the paper proposed strategies for the prevention and preparedness

in Africa that include assessment of vulnerable areas and develop capabilities
for this purpose.
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B, Discussions ■.;,-■■■•_

25= In the discussions that followed the presentation of the working paper

participants sought for a clearer understanding of the categories of disasters and

and added more information to the content of the paper. :

26. Ihe representative from WMO clarified that in eastern Africa most cyclones

occur during Qagember to Marcji? few in fif^enter and Siprii and only rarely from

to October. He also informed the meeting that the mfp££n systems for the

tt& of tropical cyclones also exist in the Comoros; Mozambique arid the *
nd that Tropical Cyclone Committee for the South West Indian Ocean

of .which eight countries of the region as members and which meets once every .

years.

27, Ohe representative of UNESCO recalled the terminology of words involved

in discussing the problem and stressed on the convenience of following this '

terminology in order to avoid ambiguity. He emphasized the differences betwsen

natural hazard,, vulnerability, risk and disaster while natural hazards them

selves are generally beyond the control of man, it is possible and necessary to

reduce the risk arising from these hazards by reducing the vulnerability of

persons and objects exposed to them.

28= In reply to questions made by delegates from two Member States e the

representative of UNESCO stated that, besides North Africa, Sast Africa is

also one of the most active seismic areas. However, the loss of life from

earthquakes in aHfe^frica has so far been irucfa less heavy compared with that

ifitJIarth Africa da^fc© the relatively low density of population in East Africa 7

In spite of the fact that,, at present, prediction of natural hazards

is generally impossible and is subject to a high degree of uncertainty, natural

hazard prevention and preparedness are possible and necessary,

29= Participants felt that the list of natural disasters as presented in the1

paper vas rather inconplete, Ihey felt that although drought had been the

subject of a recent Scientific Round Table Conference, it should also be

included iethe discussions at this meeting. Other hazards, should include

pests liko^)Kifets€i?(3fwavy sandstorma(gbush fires&an£Dfc^tening. It was the
general agreement that the report would reflect thxsconcestisus „ Ihey, also

requested that the sources for the infromation contained in the tables presented

in ,_the paper should be mentioned and that the tables in the Annex to the

paper be updated to include the other hazards agreed on above.

C. (i) Review of country experiences (Agenda item 4.2)

3°° Burundi s The delegate from Burundi reported that one could talk of

alarming natural catastrophies in his country but that they are frequent river

floods that sometimes cause serious damage. However, the government has made

provisions in the Fourth Five Year Development Plan, 1983-1S87 for programmes to

mitigate the impacts of these floods particularly in the agricultural management.
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31. Congos The delegate from the Congo reported that apart from the floods
that have recently drawn the concern of political and administrative authorities

his country cannot as yet talk of serious calamities that have placed the people
at risk of a natural disaster. It is however, noteworthy that: the dry season

that usually lasts two to three months has recently lasted four to five months•

Nonetheless, in her five year development plan, some measures were provided

for by the coirpetent authorities which included re-afforestation with industrial

trees particularly in the regions of: Kouilou and Brazzaville, eucalyptus trees

for paper pulp which as scored considerable success. Although she has not been

as directly but by natural hazards as other countries have been the Congolese

government has always made it a policy to take note, of the events in other

countries and prepare herself for any eventualities. :

32. Egypt: Ihe delegate from Egypt said his country is not actually subject

to severe disasters„ He revealed that .noteworthy catastrophies have been:

(a) Sand invasion to the Nile Valley, specially during £pril; (b) Sporadic

flash-floods; (c) Land salinity, faced by - effective draining systems; <

(d) Dawn-frost upon the crops, resisted by using green houses; (e) Over-

flooding of -subterranean water; (f) land erosion by the Mediterranian Sea;

(g) Land attack by insects or animals such as birds and rats. He assured

that Egypt devotes all her resources to confront natural disasters in Africa,

using her advantage of having two funds of technical assistance for sister

African countries. She provides 150 experts to 24 countries. Egypt a^Lso has

four seismological observatories,, an institution of Desert. Research,- a high

institute for African studies, a g'cographical association, in addition to

her contribution in the POJ»T.C. and the T.C.H.S.' for the Nile and;the lakes.

33 = Ethiopia; The delegate from Ethiopia reported that natural disasters

known to occur in his country could be grouped into two major categories;

namely^ biological and non-biological. Those under biological include pests

such as locust invasions and livestock disease epidemics. Non-biological

disasters,, on the other hand, Involve such..conditions as droughts, floods,

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, thunderstorms accompanied by hailstone.- From

the available scanty information, it is possible to roughly indicate the

magnitude and extent of drought and flood that took place in the country.

Drought is recurrent in the norths north-east, east, south east and south

parts of the country. Floods are particularly frequent in the lower areas

of the Awash and Wabe Shebelle rivers. Hailstone and frosts are also local

occurrences. Furthermore, earthquakes are known to be common along the

rift valley, but neither its time of occurence or magnitude can be forcasted

for the moment. !?He concluded that in the effort to prevent and get prepared

for natural disasters mentioned above, the Government of Socialist Ethiopia

has presently enfoarked not only on an active re-afforestationr afforestation,

and soil and water conservation prograiTmes in most parts of the country, but

also on establishing institutions for immediate relief operations as well

as for early warning systems.
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34 „ Guineas The delegate fran Guinea reported that his country could have

expected all other calamities except an earthquake. The recent earthquake

(1983) in Koumbia, took the country by surprise and the devastation that

followed has been very embarassing to the country. There was high loss of

life and property. He expressed the gratitude of his Government to the relief

they have been provided. He hoped that this meeting will come out with a

region programme that would assist in containing the situation =,

35 • Ivory Coast; The representative of the Ivory Coast said that; his country

had been suffering for some years from a terrible drought,, caused in the main

by prolonged luch of rainfall, deforestation and bush fires. Because-rainfall

was below normal r the level of water in the country" s dames had fallen below

the minimum mark and that had resulted in an interruption of the electricity

supply. The Government had been constrained to make use of thermal generation,

which had proved very costly because it needed fuel. The massive deforestation

that had continued until recently had forced the Government to introduce a major

reafforestation policy so as to; replenish strains«. The Government was planning

to cut down on or even call a temporary halt to tiitber exports. Bush fires were

at present a real scourge. They.had damaging effects on the country's farming

output, especially export crops like .coffee and cocoa where huge losses had

resulted in a substantial drop in the country's financial resources - and the

Ivory Coast had made agriculture its top priority „

360 Mozambique: The delegate from MDzambique stated that apart from what

is listed on the annex of the working document and what he told the

Conference previously, he would supplement his conments with the following most

recent natural disasters in his country, namely2 (a) the Demoina Cyclone

or hurricane, and (b) storm and heavy floods in January and February 1984

affected not only Mozambique but also Swaziland, Zimbabwe „ Lesotho and more

floods are expected since there is an ever increasing accumulation of clouds.

It was? therefore, important to state that the final assessment of the

damages from these floods wsre not yet completedr but the preliminary

assessment showed that there has been great loss of life and property. His

country made an appeal to all countries and the International Ccmrunity

(including QAU and BCA) to help her overcome the effects of these natural

disasters.

3^° Niger; ^e delegate from Niger. reported that his country has not yet

suffered from such catastrophics as cyclones and earthquakes. However, apart

from drought, there have been cccassions of flash-floods„ There has also been

the problem of pests and migratory birds that havs destroyed crops - An

organization called Ccsmcn OrganizaUon for Fight Against Insect and Fowl Pests

(OCIALAV) has been set up to study the behaviour of these pests and the

migratory birds in order to control them. Village .committees have also been

set up to intensify these efforts.

38. Ifrrondas The representative of Ruanda pointed out that the geological

history of his country was linked with that of the Great African Rift Valley.
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The country regularly suffered from serious natural, disasters such as drought,

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions such as those that had occurred at Mt.

Nyamagira and Mt. Nyicangange, floods and epizootic diseases. He hoped for

special steps to enhance the scientific study of such disasters, including an
increase in the number of observation posts. A positive strategy of evaluation,

early warning, education and public information was also needed.

39* Sierra Leone; The delegate from Sierra Leone stated that his country does

experience frequent storms which reach a magnitude of about 20 - 35 knots *

They mpve westwards in a north-southerly direction. These are characterized

by thiinderstorms and are mostly accorpanied by heavy shcwers. Cn the 21st June
1975 the country was hit by a tropical cyclone with a wind speed of above 120

knots.which caused a lot of damage to life, property and agriculture<, He

continued that the country has been experiencing floods during many years,

although, they have not been severe „ These floods are mainly during the peak

of the Monsan.

40° Sudans The delegate from Sudan reported that his country is not affected

by natural hazards such as cyclones and volcanic eruptions. But there are rare

occasions of slight earthquakes like the one that tock place in Zalingi

(western Sudan) en the 14th of November 1978 and Wadi Haifa (northern Sudan)

on the 14th and 15th of July 1978, the 15th of November 1981 that lasted for

three seconds and the 13th of January 1982. These slight earthquakes had

slight effects en national wealth and individual properties. Unfortunately-,

they could not forecast the occurence of such earthquakes or measure their

force die to lack of suitable equipment and experts in this field. He also
stated that tile other calamity was floods, in areas in central and southern
Sudan- Also heavy rains raise the level of River Gash iri the eastern part of

Sudan causing damage to livestock, agriculture and properties. Last year (1983)

such an effect was pronounced in Kassala area* To reduce the impact of such a

flood, embankments were to be built along the banks of River Gash, The Sudan

is also frequently affected by desert locust swarms which damage a lot of the
crops .

41° 2£22S rpne delegate frcm Togo stated that the main natural calamity that
his country has been suffering from has been excessive soil erosion, particularly

along the coast. The principal agent of this erosion has been marine waves. The

effects have sometimes been so severe that the road connexion between Togo and

Benin has been destroyed* He also stated during the 1960s severe floods in the

lowlands caused .a great deal of damage to crops =

42. Uganda; The delegate from Uganda reported that his country has experienced

some natural disasters during the last decades o These have included local

flash-floods in the drier north where the ecology has been degraded. Flash-
floods following heavy storms have been very destructive. Hailstorms have also

caused serious damage in many areas. As for earthquakes, frequent trenors

occur but the most serious was the one that resulted in the earthquake of 1966

in the Bwamba area. Other calamities have included drought, insect pests,
damage from lightening and landslides.
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(ii) Experiences of international organizations

43■■• UNEP° Ihe representative of USTEP presented the activities of the,
organization.* Jie' stated;that geo-p' ysioal induced natural disasters cccuring

on the earths surface,include earthquakes, volcanic eruptionsP meteorological
disasters (i.e. tropical cyclonesv hailstorm^, thunderstorms and lightening),,
landslides and meteorite ;impactsa In Africa,, all,of these disasters have , ■

occured with varying frequencies in different: regions of the continent. Each
disaster has been responsible for varying losses of life and/or destruction
to property as well as producing negative effects to the environment.

44. „ Although Africa i§ a technically stable continent earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions have ccqured, fairly frequently in historical times. These phenomena
are most frequent in North Africa, where the African plate is in collisicn with

the Eurasian plate, along the East Afric n Rift Valley which is believed to be
a divergent plate boundary and in area in and around the west African fructure

zone. JFbese earthquakes and volcanic eruptions risk areas must be carefully
studied and prerxnitory signs of impending disasters carefully monitored to
reduce the disasterous effects of these phenomena,

45. Tropical cyclones off and on the east African coast are the most notorious
meteorological disasters. The VMO and the affected countries have initiated
programmes to miniirize the disasterous effecte of these Fhenomena. Hail
is most frequent in .Mozambique channel area, Ethiopia and Central Kenya and
causina considerable damage to agricultural produce* Lightening is frequent

in most areas of tropical countries and is associated with thunderstorms.
Research ought to be carried out in ways of minimizing this effect. ; Flooding
and its secondary effects are canton in along the major drainage channels of
Africa while flash-floods are possible almost every where due to local storms.
Landslides may occur as a result of heavy precipitation or earthquakes. In

Africa most landslides arc due to intense precipitation „ Meteorite, iitpacts have

occured in- many parts of Africa but have caused no damage to life or property
in historical times o Natdrrcal and regional programmes must be strengthened or
intiated to deal with all the possible natural disasters. Besearch in...
assessment and methods of prevention of natural hazards must be carried out,
The reduction of the negative effects of the environmental impacts of geo
physical disasters, must be an iirportant consideration in disaster prevention,

46e UNESCO? The representative of UNESCO gave an overview of the Organization's
programme on natural hazards which consists in promoting the assessment and
prediction techniques of natural hazards and the fostering,,of measures to

mitigate their effects. He er^iasized three najor international .activities
conducted by UNESCO. These concern the copying of historical seismograms,

promoting mobile early-warning systems for volcanic eruption and developing
prediction techniques as well as training in geophysics and advising
continuously member States., He then presented a project concerning earthquake
risk in the Arab region (pAMERAR) by which a seismological network is to be ;
established in the Arab:. Spates of North Africa and in conformity to, which,
an Institute of Earthquake Engineering will be created in Algeria,, Heals©;
recalled the .idea of establishing a. seismological network for East.Africa ...
which was conceived by his Organization in 1969, and several activities and
seminars organized in Africa. Ke stated that UNESCO feels sure that this
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idea is still relevant and should be implemented. Finally he gave an account

of the expert missions continuously sent by the Organization to advise African

Member States on natural hazards problem. ^

D. Consideration of proposed measures-to,control, prevent and/or

prepare for natural disasters (Agenda item 4.3)

47. The representative from UNDRO in introducing this part of the working

paper noted that 'Hffiaf*01- prevention meant measures designed to mitigate or

poevent damages from natural phenaosfl# and <£taaster preparedness meant measures

to fijQj.iitate rescue and relief operations when the disaster strikes. He

outlined preventive techniques designed to reduce damages for tropical

cyclones, floods, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and deliberated on

disaster preparedness planning. He invited the participants to pay

proper attention to the proposed strategy and recommendations to mitigate

losses from natural disasters in African countries and called for comments

and additions,

48 - The discussions that participants followed was related to pages 15 to 27

of the working paper. The main issues were geocision to the texts and

aoenftnents to the recotwendations.^ The corrections were made to conform with

the definition of natural disasters and the list of the different categories
of natural catastrophies as redefined above- The fundamental problem were

those of $Uuining, legation of settlements and eq&nomic activity as well as

the ctffedpe of construction materials. These problems must be handled taking

diae consideration of variations in the characteristics of the different
envixonments that were vulnerable and consequently at risk.

49. 3ii connexion with comments made by the delegates, the representative

of UNESCO stressed the fact that facing natural hazard is a <^cisicri-inaklng

problem... Therefore, it is necessary to define the risk and provide relevant

information todacision-makers co allow them choose the "acceptable level of

risk. As far as construction codes are concerned, UNESCO's representative

stated that each country should adopt its own construction code based on

local conditions such as local materials, manpower, and construction technique.

UNESCO is compelled to bring assistance in this matter.

50. The representative of UNEP stated that since premonitory signs for

impending disasters are often ambigious, the highest priority in an earth

quake disaster prevention strategy must first involve the fiagrfTatim of

Seismic zoning maps* With the availability of such maps governments may

formulate and implement human settlement r industrial and design plans for

high risk areas. Volcanic eruptions do give more reliable premonitory signs

and so it is necessary to deploy scientists around potential volcanic

eruptions to monitor any anomalies that may lead to an eruption. Such

forcasts are important for evacuation plans that may be necessary ■
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51.. 5lie representative of the Vtorld Meteorological Organization (V&p) reported
that WSO contributes to disaster prevention and preparedness in Africa thrcu^i
a number of activities. Its main programme, the Vtorld Weather Watch Prcgraniiie,

aims at strengthening the capabilities of Member States to forecast the

development of weather phenomena, -and particularly those identified as
meteorological disasters, namelyi cyclones, thunderstorms, haiX> lightening,
and tornadoes, to detect their formation, to track their movement, and warn

of their approach-, Under its global tropical cyclcne programme, WMO has set ;■
up, as a workind group of its Regional Association I (Africa), the Tropical
Cyclone Committee for the Southwest Indian Ocean, grouping eight African. .-,.
countries (Comoros, France (Reunion), Madagascar', Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique
the Seychelles and Tanzania). This Committee co-ordinates activities wit&
respect to cyclone forecast, detection tracking and warning in the subregionv;

Under its hydrology and water resources programme, WflO has provided technical
assistance to African countries in hydrometeorological surveys and in
hydrological 'forecasting in the major river basins of the Niger and the Nile-
The WD Pesearch and Development Programme aims at strenothening the
research capabilities of members in meteorology in order to better understand
the physical nature of meteorological disasters, and there by ijiprove the
forecasting and warning services.. Finally, under its Education and Training,
Programme, VMD'has established the regional centers, for meteorological
research and training in the fallowing African countriesi Algeria, Angola,
Egypt, Kenya, Madagascar, Niger and Nigeria * : ■ ■■; ■

52„ The representative of FAO: informed the Meeting that his organization « ■
has several prograitmes directly Elated to natural issues other than drought,,
In collaboration with WFP, they nave carried out several emergency relief;.,-
projects after earthquakes, floods and cyclones (Algeria in 1980, Mauritius
in 1980 arid 1982, Sudan in 1983, Madagascar in 1982,. etc). Several programmes
and projects have contributed significantly disaster relief, .These include
plant and aniital protection, locust control in Africa, forest management* :■=

against bush fires, soil conservation and watershed management.

53. The;r^resentative of the World Food Programme (WFP) reported that his,
ordarilzatioh provides food aid to mitigate the effects of natural disasters*.;.
including drought, in close co-operation with tho United Nations Food and :-..
Agricultural Organization, and also in association with other bilateral donors
and aid agencies. Requests for WFP emergency assistance are made by governments

to the Director General, FAO, with the assistance of the local WFP and FAO ■,,
representatives. Such requests are:copied to the Executive Director, WFP, who
makes recormoidations to the Director General, in all justifiable cases, for:
the immediate approval of an appropriate tonnage of WV aid cortitoditxes.
Usually assistance is granted for specific periods of frort 60 to 12O.;days,- m
terms of a letter of understanding; the duration of an emergency project can be
extended if necessary. Separate WFF follow up food aid development projects,
may also be appropriate = Since 1963 VSFP has provided anergency food aid in
the region for 73 natural disasters and for 170 drought relier projects, at

a total cost of scree 340 million US dollars o
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E, Strategy and reconinendatians

(a) General rocommendations and' strategics ■■

54 „ 'The Meeting after its deliberations proposed recomraidations for

activities that can be carried out by international organizations, regional
governments arid:iat the national level. The rcccmnendations carried on mainly
on institution development and strengthening as well as regional co-operation

in preparing for disasters. Special mention ves made of the fact that full

use should be made of existing institutions and that new ones should only be

created vfaere no alternatives exist.

55. ItBjNp'noted that in 1980, by its resolution 35/36, the United Nations

General flssesrbly adopted an International Development Strategy for the Third
tfctffced Nations Developient Decade. The Strategy itself is set out in the
Annex to the resolutioh"arid includes ■special' provisions in favour of least

developed countries, most seriously affected countries, land-locked

developing countries and developing island countries - in all of Which
categories one or rore merrber States of the Economic Comnission for Africa
are to be found. So far as disasters are concerned, the strategy contains

the following paragraph;

^SB&sgniziJ^g the detrimental effects of disasters on'the
cfewelo£nent of developing countries, the international coiftrcinity

i*m take measures to improve and strengthen arrangements to provide

<3SJfeloping countries with adequate and' tiraely assistance in matters

&£ disaster relief, prevention and preparedness*i!

56. The latest resolutions on the inplerosntation of the strategy are to be

found in the records of the 37th General Assembly (13C2) . Ihey are "Action

programme in favour of island developing countries" (37/20C), and "iriplementa-

ticn of the Substantial Few Programme of Action for the 1900 !s for the Itiast

Developed Countries'1 (37/224).

57. '?tore'specific resolutions affecting Africa., its regions, subregions and
individual countries,, and relevant to the subject of disasters and development

relate to the ccnseqtioriceE of drought and desertification and to-' post-disaster

humanitarian assistance

(b) Interratijanal level

58 o In the preceding sexrtiens of this paper, inention has been made of many

activities undertaken by the Qteited Nations and its specialized agencies in

response to, or in accordance with, the above resolutions. It is recormended

that ttey HiEftlnue to support national and regional efforts to mitigate the

losses fran natural disasters, and in particular that they should %

(a) offer technical assistance at the request of interested governments

to review the hazard assessment practice and the adequacy of

existing networks of observational facilities for monitoring

disasterous natural phenomena, with a view to forecasting and timely

warning on iminent disasters?
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(b) fejglp in caking assessment of natural hazards and in

ewaiuation of ri^s vterever needed;

(c) provide technical assistance in the. iitproverrjent of disaster

forecasting tec&niqug& and in other aspects of rtgjftrffjhrr. preporednesfi,

including strengthening existing or creating new national disaster

preparedness organizations and making available the use of

Ijl Inilijin ii. such as rpnote sensing, etc.?

{d) |KOvide technical and other assistance in planning and implementing

fiood control and flood-protection

(e) pfccnote or undertake regional or subregional studies related to

disasterbus natural phenomena, in ccnsaLtation with the countries

concerned, with a view to «p&ancing tHelr ability to forecast

and to mitigate tnafr effects? ;

(f) strengthenand expand the existing training institutions,

establish new ones if necessary and facilities for professional

personnel dealing with disaster management, provide scholarships

and organize training seminars on various aspects of disaster

prevention and preparedness?

the integration of natural hazard and risk assessment

physical planning and urban design; offer technical

assistance in drafting tiuHdJbig codtWa and Begulationse aimed

at reducing the vulnerabilij$£ of buildings and public works to

the foeces exerted on them by strong winds and earthquakes, using

as far as possible traditional rural and urban construction

techniques and materials;

(h) Slftce locusts and birds that feed an cereals are edible in sane

African countries, FAO, WHOP UNESCO? DICO, *FF and other interested

organizations should carry out necessary studies to find ifflw^

tXftic means of killing them so that they are not dangerous for :;

censunption and possible coranercialization and re-inforce inter-

African trade and develop traditional techniques of fighting

this hazard.
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(c) Regional co-operation

59- It is reccKrended that the &§gican countries s

c arrangements for SQ@&anal and subregional 00=

various fields related to disasterous natural

phenomena and co-operate in the establishment of pgjograKmes,

machinery and institutions necessary for tfeO'^co-ordinated

development of hazard assessment,, disaster prevention and

preparedness s including nonitoring natural phenomena v/ith a

view to forecasting and tiirely warning;

(b) encourage exchange of. :toforxnat^qn on natural phenomena between

African countries on a bilateral and multilateral basis, using

regional and subregicnal institutions;

(c) give full support to existing regional and subregional bodies

such as the Fiver and Lake Bason Ccuntissiaiis, the Tropical Cyclone

Conmittee for the Southwsst Indian Ocean „ and zdke. f^LL use of the

nachinery provided by these bodies for co-operation and information

exchange ;-

{&) ssMe the need and possibilities for establishing ^g

intergovernmental institutions for regional or subregional co

operation in the field of disaster prevention and preparedness

and create then wherever needed- and

(e) enSSilSrage joint education and training schesftss for professional

and sub-professional personnel in subjects related to natural

hazards such as hydrology, tropical ireteorology and geophysics

as well 3S in the field of disaster nanagensent.

id) l ticnal level

60o In aodition to the above action at the international and regional level,

it is recomnencled that all African countries in disaster-prone areas take the

following acticn at the national levels

AD Hazard assessment

(t) establish or strengthen institutions responsibXe for the

study and raonitorinc of potentially disasterous natural phenomena

and for hazard assessment and moping?

(ii) extend and iinprove the networks of observing stations

including those concerned with the monitoring of ineteorological

hazards f river discharge 7 earthquakes and volcanoes and locust

invasion 7 for easy way of irppending disasters >■

(iii) promote and assist the preparation of hazard naps on

scales suitable for use in physical and urban planning and in

eocnanic analysis;
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(iv) pranote and assist the preparation, of hazard-maps and

assessments in forms suitable for use in the design of wind-

resistant and earthquake-resistant buildings and structures; and

(v) create appropriate mechanisms for close liaison betaasett

the institutions responsible for hazard assessment disaster

prevention and preparedness and the public authorities responsible

for disaster prevention and preparedness,,

B, Disaster prevention

(i) promote the i»fcpBgration of risk-management concepts into

planning of new settlements and developnent projects;

(ii) pERpulgate and enforce building codes and regulations for

v/ind-resistant and earthquake-resistant design and construction

in zones exposed to these hazards;

(iii) carry out massive afforestation, re-afforestatlcn, soil

and water conservation programmes and other measures particularly

in those: areas that are highly disaster prone with the aim of

protecting the watershed and/or vegetative cover in catchment

areas of riversc and the subsequent reduction of surface run-off?

(iv) cive high priority to engineering works for flood control.

C, Disaster preparedness

' (i) establish- or strengthen national disaster preparedness
organizations and enact the legislation necassary to enable them

to fulfil their role effectiveiy in case'of disaster;

(ii) prepare scenarios of possible disaster. taking into
account the known hazarcls and the vulnerability of buildings and

other structures to these hazards;

{iii) elaborate and test operational emergency plapf??

(iv) allocate necessary emergency funds and establish

stockpiles; of supplies for immediate needs ?

(v) establish machinery for applying for international emergsfipy

assistance facilitating the delivery of international aid in case

of need?

; (vij train disaster management personnel;

(vii) select or identify, where possible,, temporary places for

displaced people to s^fcfc&e; and

(viii) s&oaigthen national networks for forecasting the movements •

of migratory locusts and. Quelea quelca (radio messages f aircrafts ,.
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Public education and information

(i) take all appropriate measures to ensure that the general
puBffeundaarstands the nature of the risks and the reasons behind
the steps taken by the public authorities to reduce these risks t

(ii) prepare simple documentary for use in schools to explain
the nature of the hazards and the isaans of protection against them;

(iii) initiate appropriate public information campaigns, usincr
the mass media.- and

(iv) include disaster-awareness progranines in preparedness
planning,

Research and training

(i) Each country should introduce natural disaster activity
in its relevant research institutions or- where there are none,
the country should establish a natural disaster research center
capable of carrying out the relevant data collection and analysis.
The data collected and analysed are to be used for short-term
monitoring programmes, forecasting and broadcasting of intending
disasters, and for long-term risks evaluation of each potential"
natural disasters in the country;

(ii) In addition, countries should consider or continue utilizing
appropriate existing training and research institutions as,
regicnal centres in each sub-region, with a view to set standards
and co-orciinato the work of national disaster research centres,
and above all, to train nationals fron each country ^10 eventually
will constitute the professionals to iron the various national
disaster £<rcgramr<es and disaster research centres.

The Eegixmal Meeting on Natural Disaster Prevention and Preparednessg saster PrevenUon and Preparedness
appeals to African governments to give the political support

necessary for implementing the above reccmrendatiens .

VI. CCNSICEPATXGW .AMD ADOFTKN CF HEEGKT, CLOSURE CF MEETJHG

<a* Consideration and adoption of report

61. The participeaits considered the report end adopted it with amendments.

te) Closure of meeting

f^J rcpOrt Of *** Meeting, ^. Eadiq Rasheed, on behalf of
Secretary at BCA? thar^ed the collaborating organization ^

T p3 *** ** ^rking
r^S^^i^ - f U'G ********* for ^ useful discussions and the
reconinenaati^s for action tnat care out of the Meeting, Finally, he thanked
the Government of Socialist Ethiopia for its hospitality- ™anxea

63o The Meeting rose at 13,15r 25 February 1%-K




